Effect of stressor intensity on habituation of the adrenocortical stress response.
Although it is known that the number of presentations of a stressor can influence the adrenocortical stress response, relatively little information exists on how stressor intensity affects this process. To evaluate this, we repeatedly presented rats with stressors of 3 different intensities and sampled blood for corticosterone. The first major finding was that the rat's initial adrenocortical responsiveness regardless of the stressor employed was a critical variable. Rats that showed a small corticosterone response showed no evidence of habituation or of differences due to stressor intensity. Rats that showed an initial robust response all showed partial habituation of their corticosterone response over time but the patterns varied with stressor intensity. Handled and prone restrained rats showed the same pattern but rats subjected to the more intense stressor of supine restraint showed delay in habituation and tonically elevated responses. These data indicate that individual differences in reactivity to stressors as well as stressor intensity can influence the pattern of the stress response over the course of repeated administration of the stressor.